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Essence magazine is the most popular, well respected, and largest circulated black women’s
magazine in history. Largely unknown is the remarkable story of what it took to earn that
distinction.The Man from Essence depicts with candor and insight how Edward Lewis, CEO and
publisher of Essence, started a magazine with three black men who would transform the lives of
millions of black American women and alter the American marketplace. Throughout Essence’s
storied history, Ed Lewis remained the cool and constant presence, a quiet-talking corporate
captain and business strategist who prevailed against the odds and the naysayers. He would
emerge to become the last man standing—the only partner to survive the battles that raged
before the magazine was sold to Time, Inc. in the largest buyout of a black-owned publication by
the world’s largest publishing company.By the time Lewis did the deal with Time, the little
magazine that limped from the starting gate in 1970 with a national circulation of 50,000, had
grown into a powerhouse with a readership of eight million.The story of Essence is ultimately the
story of American business, black style. From constant battles with a racist advertising
community to hostile takeover attempts, warring partners packing heat, mass firings, and mass
defections—all of which revealed inherent challenges in running a black business—the saga is
as riveting as any thriller.In this engaging business memoir, Ed Lewis tells the inspiring story of
how his own rise from humble South Bronx beginnings to media titan was shaped by the black
women and men in his life. This in turn helped shape a magazine that has changed the face of
American media.
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InAFTERWORDPHOTOGRAPHSABOUT EDWARD LEWIS AND AUDREY
EDWARDSINDEXFOREWORDCamille O. CosbyI know why Ed is Ed. Edward Lewis was born in
the Bronx, New York, but he spent ten summers of his childhood working on his grandparents’
land in Farmville, Virginia. I know that area very well. My mother was born and raised in Shores,
Virginia, a mere fifty miles from Farmville, a small town located between Richmond and
Lynchburg. With a current population of fewer than 9,000 people, Farmville is the birth town of
Ed’s mother, Jewell Spencer Lewis Clarke. She was raised there, along with her eight biological
siblings and five stepsiblings.Mrs. Clarke did not want Ed, her only child, to be in the Bronx
during the summer, so within days after a school year ended, she, along with numerous other
northern black parents, sent their children south—on buses, trains, in cars. The purpose was “to
keep them out of trouble,” their parents would say. Ed was sent to Farmville every summer from
the age of 5 to the age of 15.What a town Farmville was in Ed’s youth—rural, communal,



considerably Baptist—and a place where children, without most exceptions, showed respect for
family and neighbors. The community was self-sufficient, growing its own food and making its
own clothing. There was a strong emphasis on teaching values and manners.Farmville was also
a town, like all southern places in the 1940s and ’50s, that was legally segregated under a
powerful, enduring apartheid system in the United States of America. Incredibly, it was the U.S.
Supreme Court that institutionalized American segregation in public places, the workplace, and
schools with its decision in the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson case. That decision stated that public
accommodations could be segregated by race as long as they were “separate but equal.” The
infamous ruling stood until 1954 when an unequivocal, unbiased U.S. Supreme Court overruled
Plessy v. Ferguson with the historic Brown v. Board of Education decision. That ruling essentially
outlawed segregation by pronouncing “separate can never be equal.”It was Ed’s cousin, Barbara
Rose Johns, who at age 16 galvanized students to walk out of Farmville’s black, segregated R.
R. Moton High School. The school was purposely underfunded, and had no desks, blackboards,
cafeteria, or teachers’ restrooms. Young Barbara’s 1951 walkout became the basis for the
lawsuit Davis v. Prince Edward County, brought by the famed and courageous civil rights
attorney Oliver Hill. The case was one of five that comprised the plaintiffs in Brown v. Board of
Education, the lawsuit tried and won by the NAACP’s mighty chief counsel, Thurgood
Marshall.As Ed’s cousin was demonstrating the leadership skills that would later characterize his
own life, one can only imagine how America’s intractable, shameful racism affected his emotions
during his youth. But like so many of his northern relatives and peers who spent summers with
their southern kin, Ed was told by his grandparents that they expected and needed him to work.
And work he did. As did all of his ever so many relatives who were busy on the farm during the
summer picking cherries and tobacco; plowing fields, canning vegetables, tending the chickens,
horses, pigs, and mules; harvesting squash, lima beans, corn, and tomatoes; growing peaches,
apples, onions, green vegetables, cabbage, and blueberries. And, even cutting logs with a
manual saw!It was common for people in Farmville during the 1940s and ’50s to live without the
conveniences of electricity or plumbing. Ed’s grandparents, like mine in Shores, had an
outhouse, and fetched their water from a spring that flowed on the property and from a well.
They used kerosene lamps for light after dusk; bought ice to keep the milk cold; kept warm and
cooked with stoves filled with wood; collected rainwater to launder clothes on washboards; and
slept on beds made from straw.From a child’s perspective (at least from mine), the lack of
modern conveniences did not cause inconveniences. It was a way of life that was full and
important. Everyone was expected to do something in collaboration with others. Farmville, I
think, was an environment that aided Ed in developing a solid sense of himself, despite the
ubiquitous racism. He learned to value humans, to communicate well, and to work with
diligence, responsibility, and passion.In 1985 Ed Lewis invited me to lunch. I had never met him,
but I certainly knew who he was, having been featured with my husband, Bill Cosby, on the cover
of Essence magazine in the late 1970s. There would be another cover featuring just me, and
later, other articles in the magazine about Bill or myself. Ed had invited me to lunch to ask that I



join the board of directors of Essence Communications Inc.As a public person married to a very
public man, I have met innumerable people, but I can explicitly say that I have not met many men
like Ed Lewis. There he was at lunch, a positive paradigm of black manhood, the result of his
single mother’s loving upbringing—and of all those matrilineal relatives in Farmville! He had
great eye contact, forthright questions and answers, and an open transparency and great
respect for black women. He was also an astute businessman who, of course, possessed great
intelligence.The outcome of that lunch meeting was my joining the Essence board of directors,
one of only three women outside of Essence female senior staff to serve as a director. The first
one was Harriet Michel, then executive director of the New York Foundation; the second was
Congresswoman Maxine Waters, and I was the third. I held the position from 1986 to 2005, the
year Essence was sold to Time Warner.A couple of years after joining the board, I purchased
Pioneer Capital’s shares of Essence stock. Pioneer was the investment company that had
bought its shares from Playboy Enterprises, an early investor in Essence. The purchase made
me the second-largest shareholder of Essence stock behind John H. Johnson, the founder and
publisher of Ebony and Jet magazines.I knew Ed was a sound businessman and a good leader,
so I never saw buying Essence stock as a risky investment. Moreover, Essence, a magazine
founded by four young black men in 1970, grew into a media powerhouse essentially because
Ed Lewis remained the steady cofounder, CEO, and publisher who navigated that entity during
its thirty-five years of black, independent ownership.The story of Essence magazine and Edward
Lewis is as exciting, dramatic, and instructive as any of the extraordinary stories in the annals of
American businesses.When the board approved the sale of Essence Communications Inc.
(ECI), to Time Warner in 2005, I served on a special finance committee along with fellow board
members J. Bruce Llewellyn and Frank Savage. Our objectives were to negotiate some of the
financial matters as it related to the Essence senior staff, and to be certain Ed’s wishes were
honored by requesting that the mission and integrity of Ed’s beloved Essence Communications
Inc. be sustained as an independent voice under the ownership of Time Warner. The fact that
Time Warner paid the largest amount of money it had ever paid for a single-titled magazine
company when it bought ECI, speaks to the remarkable influences of black female voices and
intelligence.Essence Communications Inc. would not have developed into the sought-after,
financially sound, and creative workplace it became without Ed’s calm and focused leadership.
He has often been underestimated, but has always prevailed, thanks to his substance of
character, perseverance, and a background rooted in a large, loving, and magnificent family.
What a family it was and is: one that has been filled with resolute and caring black women and
black men.That family nurtured the man who would in turn help launch a magazine that has
affirmed, celebrated, and communicated to black women for more than forty years. So when Ed
wooed and won his exceptional wife, Carolyn, nearly thirty years ago, he was a man already
steeped in a deep respect and an enduring serious-mindedness about women. It is no wonder
he would emerge as the last man standing at Essence magazine.INTRODUCTIONThe Last
Man StandingI know what they say about me—that I am too quiet and low-key, unassuming,



even clueless. Not the one you’d expect to be the last man standing after the smoke has cleared
and the body count taken. Yet here I am, in the position to tell a remarkable story as the only
cofounder remaining on the masthead of a multimillion-dollar magazine I helped launch more
than forty years ago with three other black businessmen.We four partners were all young bloods
in the beginning, emboldened by a rather extraordinary, even revolutionary idea: that there could
be a profitable business in starting a magazine that affirmed the strength, beauty, style, and
achievements of American black women. My being here may seem as improbable as that idea
was back in 1968.What was groundbreaking at the time was not just the idea of a business
partnership among black men, but the notion that the American black woman constituted a
viable economic market that could be sold to Madison Avenue as a demographic force distinct
and different from the general women’s magazine market. A force to be recognized, reckoned
with, and valued.Coming as it did on the heels of the civil rights movement and the cresting of
the women’s movement, a magazine “For Today’s Black Woman” proved to be one of those
good ideas whose time was right on time. But like any seismic social movement, it was an idea
that would take shape in struggle and upheaval, given to both enormous expectations and bitter
disappointments. There would be boardroom fights and courtroom fights, firings and mass
defections, hostile takeover attempts, petty shakedowns, even warring partners packing heat—
and always, a skeptical Madison Avenue that had to be convinced of the worth of the black
female consumer market.The first fight was early and probably inevitable. What do you name a
magazine created for black women rising in the dawn of a new decade with its new possibilities?
The name had to resonate, connote depth of spirit and primal agency.The story of Essence is in
many ways the story of American business, black style. With little history to draw upon from
black businessmen and women competing in the larger American marketplace, the men and
women behind Essence had to forge a new business model along with a new magazine in a still
largely racially unwelcoming marketplace, accompanied by an old, and sometimes debilitating,
black mind-set. There would be casualties along the way, for sure, but also historic victories. I
consider myself one of the victors. Not only because I helped build what turned out to be an
enormously successful magazine enterprise, then sold it thirty-five years after launching it and
walked from the table with a fair amount of the chips, but because of what I learned getting to the
table.What I would first learn is something that Suzanne de Passe, the legendary Hollywood
producer who headed Motown Productions, commented on thirty years ago when there was talk
of Motown being sold: “In a certain way black people seem to feel that black companies owe
them something extra,” she said in a magazine interview, “the kind of something extra that
cannot be given if you want to stay in business.”So true. What distinguishes black businesses
from the business enterprises of other ethnic groups is the sheer intensity of emotional
investment that African Americans often bring to a black venture. And I have found that the more
successful a black business is perceived to be, the more strident the investment is on the part of
the general black public. There is a very real and consuming sense of propriety—that the
business somehow belongs to them.The trouble with this, of course, is that it can become



exceedingly difficult to make business decisions if it feels like an entire race of people is
scrutinizing your every move. This has pretty much been the case with Essence from the
beginning. A magazine for black women would by its very definition turn out to be a fragile totem
on which to lay all the hopes, aspirations, wishes, desires, and even fantasies of a people long
denied affirmation. Virtually every fight and skirmish in the big and small battles that would rage
at the magazine for thirty-five years has been over what was thought to be owed—or perceived
to be owed—not just to the people involved with running the magazine, but to the larger black
population as well.In some ways this phenomenon is a part of that curious “black tax” African
Americans are inevitably made to pay, whether it be for the cost of being black in America or for
the much higher cost of being a black success in America. It is pretty much an axiom in black
American culture that enormous individual black success gets experienced collectively as race
success. But it is also just as true that enormous individual black success can typically lead to
black resentment on the part of all those other blacks who are not as successful.We call it
“player hating,” a specific and venomous envy that gets directed at any black person who seems
to have figured out how to play what’s often thought of as a white man’s game—and win. Or
sometimes to play any game and win. I have certainly been the target of much player hating in
the four decades following the launch of Essence. But I am not really surprised. Compared to the
men I went into partnership with, I was always the quiet, soft-spoken, cool, and unassuming
brother in the room. Not as tall or handsome as some, or as charming, loquacious, or flashy as
others. This would appear in some ways to make me the least likely to succeed.But the thing
about being quiet and soft-spoken is that you most likely have a greater capacity to listen. The
thing about being cool is that you have the ability, as the British poet Rudyard Kipling put it, to
“keep your head when all about you are losing theirs and blaming it on you.” And the thing about
being understated is that you don’t lead with ego or arrogance, and are therefore less likely to
fall into that career-ending booby trap set with the two deadly distractions fatal for many men:
women and sex. All of these “unassuming” qualities turned out to be the very virtues that
contributed to my victory as the last man standing at Essence magazine.From the beginning this
partnership with a band of young brothers, diverse and distinct, yet bodacious enough to believe
we could make money selling to the market of black women, would try and test us as we set sail
on a new business course. Through waters that were uncharted, murky, and perpetually
troubled. Prior to 1968, most African-American businesses had been established as solo or
family-run enterprises, starting with and usually ending in the ego-driven vision of the founding
father or mother. Essence, on the other hand, was started as a legal partnership by men who
were neither related by blood nor even known to each other before a fateful meeting brought
them together in 1968 around the idea of “black entrepreneurship.”A black business partnership
was not only an anomaly when Essence was started, it was no less than downright radical, for
the success of the venture would depend on the ability of the partners to do something that has
historically eluded African Americans: act in concert and unity by subsuming personal ego and
ambition in order to elevate a larger collective vision. In other words, if the business was to



survive, succeed, and thrive, four black men would have to learn how to work together. Sounds
simple enough. But the fact that I alone am the partner left standing after forty some years
speaks to just how difficult executing that simple idea continues to be.Surprisingly enough, it
was in my partnership with four black men that I learned some truths about power. I discovered
that real power—the kind that effects change and is lasting—is about understanding the nature
of shared dependency. This is what a partnership really is. Each partner brings a set of unique
skills and talent to the enterprise and must rely on the specific strengths of the others to make
the business run. There is no place for one-upmanship, competition, or egos getting in the way
of doing business if the business is to run profitably. In a successful partnership power has to be
shared, otherwise it won’t work. And neither will the business.The defining feature of Essence
through all the struggles that would mark its ascent has been its ability to remain successful and
profitable over an incredible forty-plus-year run. From its launch in May 1970 with a circulation of
50,000, to the day it changed hands in 2005 with a circulation of 1.1 million and a total pass-
along readership of 8 million, the magazine turned a profit every year after 1977, except 1978,
1979, and 1984. Magazine publishing, it turned out, could be a huge cash-generating machine
capable of enriching all those who had some ownership in it. But let’s be clear: Essence
specifically was a huge cash-generating machine. The same could not be said of the dozens of
other publications that had gone before and would come after.The key to Essence’s success
would be the very market it was created to reach: black women. In some ways the magazine has
always benefited from simply being the first publication of its kind: The first to ride through on the
crashing waves of two tsunami-like American social movements—civil rights and women’s
rights. The first to tap the colossal sleeping beauty that was the black women’s consumer
market. The first to recognize black women as both a political and cultural force who brought
creative savvy, intellectual prowess, and a singular talent for heavy lifting to a shifting American
landscape. And the first to acknowledge, applaud, and continually affirm the beauty and
elegance of black women’s style, grace, and remarkable achievements.The partners who
started Essence may have been men, but we always agreed on one essential thing: We were the
brothers “holding it down” on the business side of the magazine, but it would have to be the
“sisters,” black women, who let it fly on the editorial side. None of the partners were arrogant or
crazy enough to presume that we actually knew what black women wanted in a magazine
directed to them. That insight would come from the visionary women who have edited the
magazine for more than four decades. It was their ability to strike the note of empathy and
recognition in editing a magazine for women who looked like them, dreamed like them, had the
same longings and aspirations, experienced the same pains and disappointments, and
ultimately claimed the same victories that always made Essence an intensely personal
experience for its millions of devoted readers.I would daresay that no other publication has
enjoyed as fiercely loyal an audience as the readers of Essence. Its editors-in-chief, the top
management women who set the editorial direction and mission of the magazine over the years,
have been viewed as crusading leaders as much as thinking editors by the women who look to



Essence for guidance, and not just information. This is perhaps the linchpin of the magazine’s
success.Still, when Essence started there was absolutely no history of black women running
magazines for themselves, about themselves. For that matter, there was no history of black
women running much of anything in corporate America. So like the partners on the business
side, the women on the editorial side of Essence would experience the same birthing pains that
bring forth any new, seismic movement.With no history of black women magazine editors to
emulate, the editors of Essence had to forge their own path to higher ground, often operating on
intuition and instinct, the two particular strengths women bring to enterprises. As the award-
winning novelist Toni Morrison said about the tenacity of black women in an essay she wrote for
the fifteenth- anniversary issue of Essence, “She had nothing to fall back on; not maleness, not
whiteness, not ladyhood, not anything. And out of the profound desolation of her reality she may
well have invented herself.”It would be the male partners of Essence who invented the Essence
Woman, an advertising demographic marketed to Madison Avenue. The Essence Woman was a
striver, a doer, smart, educated, ambitious, with tremendous purchasing power that advertisers
would be wise to recognize and court. On the editorial side the Essence Woman was no less
real. She was a woman in the vanguard of change, sometimes conflicted, often vulnerable. She
cared about her relationships with her man, her children, her family, and her community; she
wanted a career and not just a job; she wanted to look good and see herself reflected in all her
varying beauty; she was political and artistic, business-minded and race-conscious.Essence
was not only the first women’s magazine to embrace the totality of its readers, it was the first
magazine to think in terms of empowering its readers—specifically black women who had
historically been denied power. This became the editorial mission of the magazine—to not just
inform, educate, and celebrate, but to elevate the thinking of black women regarding how they
saw themselves, the larger world, and their place in it. This idea of an editorial mission in running
a magazine proved to be a bold, new editorial approach to magazine publishing and a harbinger
of such magazines as Ms., O, The Oprah Magazine, and More, all publications coming after
Essence that would speak to the power inherent in a niche female demographic outside the
margins of traditional women’s magazine markets, whether it be feminists or women over 40.For
black women and men working in media, Essence became the natural forum for their talents as
writers and editors, illustrators and photographers, models and fashion designers, hair stylists
and makeup artists. No other single publication directed to the black community offered so many
employment opportunities to a black freelance artist community. It is no wonder, then, that the
top editorial position at Essence, its editor-in-chief, the one who has final decision-making
authority in assigning and hiring from this vast talent pool, is perceived as the seat of exalted
power among black women in media. Twelve women have occupied the editor-in-chief’s chair
since the magazine was launched, wielding the kind of power that certainly was not possible for
them at nonblack magazines.Status and glamour, high income, celebrity access, and a national
constituency of loyal readers are the perks now typically associated with the editor-in-chief’s
position at Essence. It is hard to believe that during its first stormy year of operation, the



magazine had four editors-in-chief. Great and not-so-great editors have run the magazine since
then, and I had a say in hiring all of them. I would occasionally butt heads with some of them,
and even fired two of them.But for the most part, I had the good sense to just get out of the
way.Like my partnership with the men on the business side of the magazine, I recognized that
the women on the editorial side of Essence were in a working partnership with the business side.
The men and women who worked in sales on the business side were charged with selling page
space in the magazine to advertisers, while the women and men who worked in editorial were
charged with delivering magazine content to readers.Each side was dependent on the other to
produce the twin revenue streams—advertising and circulation—that make or break a magazine
enterprise. Just as I knew I would have to rely on the strengths and talents of my business
partners and share power, I knew I had to rely on the strengths and talents of my editor-in-chief
and her editors—and also share power. I had to have faith in her ability to make the magazine
“fly”—to reach the circulation levels that would make the magazine profitable.Given this, I rarely
tried to dictate editorial by telling the editors what to write about or whom to feature in the
magazine’s pages or on its covers. As the magazine’s publisher, my job was to oversee the
business side of the enterprise: the advertising, accounting, circulation, public relations, and
human resource departments. If editorial decisions affected any of these areas on my watch,
then I stepped in. Otherwise, I pretty much let the editors run the magazine as they saw fit.The
truth is, I have always been comfortable with women running things, clearly another virtue at a
magazine directed to women. I have my own roster of personal “sheroes,” those women I adore
and respect unequivocally, from my grandmother and mother to my wife and two daughters—
and numerous women in between—who have helped shape and influence me, contributing
mightily to who I am today. They are a large part of the reason I am here still standing, not so
much as the last man, but as a better man. They are the reason I am now telling my story, which
is inextricably also the story of Essence magazine, and the story of every black woman longing
to see her better self reflected in American media.The story starts in struggle with four black
men trying to turn a business idea into a profitable magazine amid turmoil from within and
racism from without as they continually fought to sell the black female market to resistant
advertisers. The story ends for purposes here when that magazine was sold thirty-five years
later to the largest publishing company in the world for the highest cost-per-page of any
purchase in its history. By then a publication called Essence had reached a circulation of 1.1
million readers, with 8 million pass-along readers, and grown into a virtual business empire that
included at various points in its expansion a television show, an awards show, a music festival, a
book partnership, other magazines, and licensing ventures. I was the surviving partner at the
table who did the deal in the sale of the magazine, and the surviving partner who was accused
of “selling out.”As I said earlier, the story of Essence is the story of American business, black
style. And that means it is a story filled with all the pathos and drama, high points and tragic
lows, and familial dysfunction that typically accompany black life, with racism always in the mix. I
survived to tell the story not because I was necessarily the best man among the partners, but



maybe because I was the strong man with tenacious staying power. Like those survivors of the
horrific Middle Passage on the transatlantic slave crossing to the New World, I was the one who
refused to die.A few years ago I had the wonderful opportunity to have dinner with Condoleezza
Rice, then secretary of state in the George W. Bush administration. The enormity of the historic
moment was not lost on me. In fact, I was somewhat overwhelmed by it. Here we were, two
African Americans whose shared history of slavery, oppression, and discrimination could never
have been a predictor of the transformed world in which we now found ourselves. That predictor,
it turned out, would be Essence magazine, the publication that for more than forty years has
been showing black women they can be anything and everything they want to be. I had no idea
whether Condoleezza Rice was an Essence reader or not, but what I do know as surely as I
know my name is that without Essence there would have been no black female secretary of
state. And no black first lady in the White House.Just as I know that without Essence there would
be no me, standing in victory.—EDWARD LEWIS, NOVEMBER 30, 2013PART IGetting
Started(1968–1970)CHAPTER 1The “Godfather” Calls a Sit-Down1968. It was a very bad year,
perhaps the worst of times in a nation rocked by political assassinations, urban riots,
underground revolutionaries, and defiant protestors. Visionary leaders were violently killed:
Martin Luther King, Jr., gunned down on a Memphis hotel balcony in April; Robert F. Kennedy
shot in a Los Angeles hotel kitchen in June; black riots erupting in dozens of American cities
following the killings. The Democratic National Convention in Chicago had been convulsed by
rioting and confrontations in August as the city’s notorious head-bashing cops knocked heads
outside the International Amphitheatre, ferociously beating down thousands of angry black and
white protestors who were threatening to tear apart America as we knew it. A grim national
report on the civil unrest, commissioned by President Lyndon B. Johnson, was released that
year and warned that the country was in danger of moving toward two societies—one black, one
white—separate and unequal.Yet if 1968 seemed to be the worst of times, it also held out hope
for some for better times, and I, for one, needed that. I had already suffered through my own
miserable times, losing a college football scholarship to the University of New Mexico, flunking
out of law school in Washington, DC, six years later, and finding myself, now at 28, back home at
the St. Mary’s housing projects in the South Bronx, living with my mother and stepfather.Like
most blacks, I was furious over the assassinations of King and Kennedy, but I knew violence was
not the answer to the many problems besetting us as a people. Money was, pure and simple.
Not money for the sake of lavish spending or grand profiling, but money for the real good it can
do in improving lives.I cannot say it was money alone, though, that drove me to apply for a
position with First National City Bank three years before. That year, 1965, I just needed
something constructive to do—needed to feel I was back in somebody’s game. I had returned to
New York in the fall, after a seven-year absence, having spent six years in Albuquerque at the
University of New Mexico and another nine months in Washington, DC, as a student in
Georgetown University’s School of Law.I washed out after the first year.Devastated, I spent the
summer working for an antipoverty program in DC before heading back home to New York. Still



reeling from what I considered a colossal failure, I was too ashamed to tell anyone, not even my
mother, I had flunked out of law school. In fact, I was so dislocated I actually rode the subway
two or three times a week from the Bronx to Columbia University’s campus in upper Manhattan,
where I would hang around the law school, pretending to still be a law student. I told my mother I
had transferred from Georgetown to Columbia. This went on for weeks. How pitiful was that?But
nobody wants to dance with you at a pity party. Shortly after flunking out I called Howard
Mathany, dean of men at the University of New Mexico, to confess the awful truth. The dean had
been an early mentor while I was a student at the university, helping me to remain in school after
I lost my scholarship. I stayed in touch with him when I left Albuquerque to go to Georgetown.
And now I trusted this white man enough to call and pretty much spill my guts.“Dean Mathany, I
flunked out,” I blurted into the phone. “I guess I just don’t have what it takes to be a lawyer. I never
saw myself as an intellectual heavyweight or anything, but—”“C’mon, Ed!” Dean Mathany cut me
off impatiently. “You’ve always had many interests, and you do have a master’s degree.” True. I
had lost my football scholarship my freshman year, but was able to return to the university the
next year through some string pulling and end up with both bachelor’s and master’s degrees six
years later.Dean Mathany casually mentioned that he had a friend who worked in personnel at
First National City Bank (now Citibank) in New York. The bank was looking to hire talented
minorities in its executive training program in New York City. “Maybe you should think about
applying,” the dean gently suggested.I realized this was Dean Mathany’s easy way of telling me
that one setback did not mean I was without prospects. I still had skills. Failing law school did not
mean I was a failure. It just meant I had not done well in a particular situation. That struck me.
And I would continue to be struck throughout my life by all the people I would meet—people I
admired and respected—who saw a winning prospect in me when I often could not see anything
at all.I was drowning in shame and self-doubt the day I called Dean Mathany to say I had
washed out of law school, but he was not about to listen to any “po’ is me” riff. Instead, he threw
out the life preserver of faith and affirmation by suggesting I think about applying for a position
with First National City Bank.Just a thought. But sometimes that’s all you need to turn around a
life.I applied for and got the job at First National City Bank, and three years later, in the fall of
1968, got the call that would transform my life. It was from Russell L. Goings, a vice president at
the Shearson, Hammill and Company investment banking firm.“Ed, I’m inviting a bunch of you
young bloods to a meeting down here at headquarters,” he boomed over the phone. “I want you
to come. It’s time we sit down with these guys here at Shearson and get them to put some
money behind their liberal rhetoric.”Then in his late thirties, Russ Goings, whom I would later
come to think of as the Godfather of Essence, was a great hulking bear of a man—handsome,
articulate, confident, imposing at six foot four, with a large, brash personality to match. He
understood that the real battle for civil rights would be won not in the streets, but on the
economic front of black entrepreneurship. He had played professional football for the Buffalo
Bills, but as Shearson’s first black vice president, Russ knew the winning game in the late 1960s
for young, educated American Negroes (as we were then called) was black capitalism, and he



was in the forefront of getting Wall Street to aid in that effort.I didn’t know any of the guys at the
meeting Russ was holding that evening of November 8, 1968, but we were all pretty much alike.
Young and black, tall, short, dark-skinned or light, we were smart and educated, professional,
well employed, and had one thing in common: We wanted to be real players in the American
game of business. We wanted to make a difference in the lives of our people—at least I
did.Russ, sitting at the head of the large conference table in one of Shearson’s meeting rooms at
its Wall Street headquarters, was telling us that the most effective way to do that was to own our
own businesses. This is why he had called the meeting, he said. He wanted to discuss business
ideas and ways to raise capital to fund them.“Now, I’m not talkin’ about no mom-and-pop
operation you could fund with your Christmas Club savings accounts,” Russ thundered, leaning
his large frame forward. “Let’s think big and bold. Come up with some business ideas I think
these Wall Street boys will want to invest in, and I’ll guarantee you a meeting with them.
Shearson will help you put together a business plan, identify funding sources, give you technical
support, maybe even some seed money—anything you need to get a business going!”While
black militants were threatening armed revolution during the urban violence that marred the last
half of the 1960s, black capitalists like Russ Goings were storming American boardrooms, telling
white businessmen to open up access to capital if they wanted to make black peace. Russ was
one of the big guns Wall Street had in its arsenal of weapons aimed at quelling black urban rage.
For if anything defined America in 1968, it was all the exploding violence, among its black youth
in particular, that had shaken the country to its racially charged roots.What was clear by 1968
was just how enraged much of America’s black underclass really was. There was rage over
police brutality in poor black neighborhoods, rage over poor schools in poor neighborhoods,
race discrimination in job hiring, poor housing, inadequate social services. The hundreds of
urban riots that followed the first one in the Los Angeles neighborhood of Watts in 1965 had
white America running scared by the start of 1968, the year political and social violence seemed
to spiral out of control.Even President Johnson looked a little scared on July 28, 1967, the day
he announced he had commissioned a panel to investigate the causes of and possible
remedies for the urban violence that was tearing up the cities. Headed by Otto Kerner, the
governor of Illinois, the commission released its findings in February of 1968. The Kerner Report
was a scathing, damning indictment that charged white racism with being the primary cause of
urban violence. Among the remedies proposed were the creation of jobs, the building of new
housing, and the hiring of more blacks in mainstream media to more accurately reflect and
report on the country’s underserved black population.The Kerner Report became the lightning
rod for an assortment of social and economic programs following the rebellions by disaffected
blacks in America’s cities. And black capitalists like Russell Goings expected Wall Street to play
as major a role in leveling the playing field as any government-sponsored social
programs.“Black men don’t need a handout from business,” Russ liked to tell the white guys on
Wall Street. “They need a hand up in the way of access to capital so they can start their own
businesses.” Like the James Brown song said, “I don’t want nobody to give me nothing. Open up



the door, I’ll get it myself.” Equal business opportunity. That’s what Russ was about when he
called that fateful November meeting.I first met Russ shortly after going to work for First National
City Bank. He tried to hire me away. Russell Goings didn’t exactly run Shearson, Hammill, but he
was arguably their corporate conscience, and knew how to work white corporate guilt the way a
three-card-monte hustler could work Times Square tourists. And there was plenty of white
business guilt being fired up in 1968 as America’s institutions scrambled to be a part of the
solution to black civil unrest. Russ had even convinced Shearson to let him open a branch office
of Shearson in Harlem, known as First Harlem Securities.If young, educated black men such as
myself had the opportunity to become business owners, we would be in a position to create jobs
for our own people, to build our own better housing, and to turn around our own beleaguered
communities. That was Russ’s idea, anyway.“You need to think big and bold like those two fine
young men down there in Mexico City,” Russ was saying, looking around the room at all of us. He
was referring, of course, to the two black athletes who just three weeks before had raised a
clench-fisted Black Power salute during the awards ceremony at the 1968 Olympics in Mexico
City.Tommie Smith, 24, representing the United States in the 200-meter track and field event,
had won the gold medal, setting a new world record, and John Carlos, 23, also representing the
United States, had won the bronze. Standing on their respective podiums, they lowered their
heads and gave the Black Power raised fist salute as “The Star-Spangled Banner” played and
the American flag waved in the winners’ circle. Smith wore a black scarf to symbolize black
pride, and Carlos wore a chain of beads to honor, he said, “those individuals that were lynched
or killed that no one said a prayer for, [for] those who were thrown off the boats in the Middle
Passage.” Both men were shoeless, wearing only black socks to highlight black poverty.The
gesture was defiant. The raised fist was daring. And it had the effect of an exploding Molotov
cocktail being heard around the world.“Man, I don’t care what anybody says, that shit took some
guts,” one of the guys sitting at the table was saying.“But check it,” said another. “Do you believe
Carlos, with his dumb-ass self, left his gloves back at the Olympic Village?” A few of the guys
snickered at that one. Smith and Carlos had planned to do the Black Power salute wearing black
leather gloves if they won any of their events. But John Carlos had forgotten to bring his gloves.
So Tommie Smith gave him his left glove to wear, which is why in all the photos of that defining,
defiant moment, each man is wearing only one glove—Smith is raising a gloved right hand and
Carlos is raising a gloved left hand. It was pretty funny. But the act itself was pretty damn
heroic.To me and the other men at the table, Tommie Smith and John Carlos were hardly dumb-
ass. Bad-ass was more like it. They had set it off, not by torching a city, but by igniting black male
pride. Standing on their winners’ box that day in Mexico City on October 16, 1968, they became,
during a very bad year, the international symbol of the American black man at his personal best:
athletically superior, politically conscious, and brave enough to raise the fist of Black Power in
challenge to a racist system.The American government may have been embarrassed, but we
black men were just really proud. And one of my proudest moments was having the opportunity
to tell Tommie Smith and John Carlos exactly that forty years later when I had the privilege of



meeting them at the Beijing Summer Olympics in 2008. After years of being ostracized because
of their daring act in 1968, they had been invited by the Olympic Committee to attend the 2008
Beijing games as honored guests.Russ was shrewd enough to understand the business
implications of Smith and Carlos. Investing in bold black men with bold business ideas had
become an attractive idea to the Wall Street players—the investment bankers and the venture
capitalists who were looking to back new ideas with profit potential as well as the potential to do
some social good. To be sure, bold black men who were also educated professionals were
certainly less threatening than the ghetto boys who were burning down their own neighborhoods
—or the athletes who were throwing a fist at the American flag. The smart white money would be
on investing in black men who were not quite so angry, or at least not so up in your face with it.
Goings knew this. He wanted us to think like the bold brothers Smith and Carlos were, but act
like the polished professionals we also were.I have often thought about the irony of that day.
Here we were, twenty-five or so sharply dressed young black men in our midtwenties to early
thirties—looking good in our wide-lapel suit jackets, bell-bottomed trousers, and platform shoes
—having a sit-down on Wall Street called by a black man. We knew that there but for the grace
of God went any one of us, because any one of us could just as easily have been one of those
ghetto guys burning down their neighborhoods.Russ was winding up his presentation:
“Remember, fellas, the route to black capitalism runs through Wall Street, which leads directly to
America’s financial temples—the investment banks, the commercial banks, the stock
exchanges. This is where we’ve got to now be throwing down our buckets. Forget that forty acres
and a mule bullshit. Ain’t none of you ever gonna be farmers! Wall Street represents the one
American god in which we can all trust: money.”Russell Goings wasn’t the only one preaching
the gospel of black capitalism in 1968. The first true believer was Richard M. Nixon, elected
president of the United States on November 5, 1968. It was Nixon who had coined the term
Black Capitalism in April of 1968 while campaigning for the Republication nomination right after
King’s assassination. Black Capitalism was the centerpiece of what Nixon was calling his
Bridges to Human Dignity program, emphasizing black self-help through business development
rather than continued dependency on government social programs.I am one of the few people I
know who would have voted for Nixon if I’d been old enough to vote when he ran for president
the first time against John F. Kennedy in 1960. I was 20 that year, a year shy of the legal voting
age of 21. For some reason I didn’t really trust Kennedy on civil rights. He seemed too old-line
Boston, too rich, too Brahmin, which to me made him too disconnected from the issues affecting
the lives of the country’s minority caste. Unless he was forced to, I didn’t think he would to do
right by black people.Richard Nixon, on the other hand, was no guilt-ridden liberal. He
understood business. And, like Russ, by 1968 he recognized that the best way to help a
disenfranchised minority class was to help turn it into an entrepreneur class. Almost as soon as
he came into office, Nixon signed Executive Order 11458, establishing the Office of Minority
Business Enterprise (OMBE) within the Department of Commerce.Commerce Secretary
Maurice Stans would give the order teeth and bite with the creation of MESBIC (the Minority



Enterprise Small Business Investment Corporation), which became the venture capital arm of
the government for minority businesses. For the first time in our history, small black businesses
had access to capital through a government program mandated specifically for them. And we
had Richard Nixon to thank for that.Nixon also named Robert C. Weaver to head the Department
of Housing and Urban Development, the first Negro ever appointed to a cabinet position. And
Arthur Fletcher, a Negro in the Labor Department, was the deputy secretary who almost single-
handedly administered the Philadelphia Plan, a government program aimed at giving more
federal contracts to minority construction firms. People used to think I was crazy when I would
say Richard Nixon was the real father of affirmative action.It was the Godfather, however, who
was now pledging that Shearson was on board to assist with any solid business ideas we came
up with during the meeting. To prove it, Russ introduced Michael Victory, Shearson, Hammill and
Co.’s number two guy—an executive vice president, partner, and heir apparent to the number
one spot. For purposes of at this meeting, Michael Victory was apparently also Russell Goings’s
wingman.Victory was as soft-spoken as Russ was loud. He promised that Shearson would give
us all the help we needed to get a business going—advice, support, seed money, access to
capital. “Just come up with a good business idea,” he said with the slightest trace of a Cockney
accent. I honestly do not remember any of the ideas that were getting tossed around, but I do
remember Victory throwing out a “for instance” that grabbed my attention. “I would think there
could be a need for a Negro women’s magazine, for instance,” he said offhandedly.A hand shot
up: “I have an idea for a magazine for Negro women,” said a light-skinned brother with green
eyes who was sitting across the table from me. He told the story of seeing his mother in the living
room when he was a kid, thumbing through a women’s magazine, looking at all the photos of
white women, and then overhearing her mutter, “I wonder why someone can’t do a magazine for
Negro women.”“That’s not a bad idea,” Russ said. A few more ideas were floated, then at the end
of the meeting Russ broke us up into smaller discussion groups. “If a particular idea interests
you, then get with the gentleman who presented it,” he told us.“Jonathan, you might want to talk
to Ed Lewis over there,” Russ suddenly said, gesturing to me as he talked to the brother with the
magazine idea. “Ed knows something about finance.”Besides me, there were two other men that
evening whose imagination had been captured by a mother wondering, Why can’t someone
start a magazine for Negro women? We pulled our chairs up to talk with Jonathan, her son.“Why
can’t we start a magazine for Negro women?”“You heard Russ. Not a bad idea.”“In fact, it might
be a great idea.”“This could be a serious moneymaker.”We introduced ourselves, talked some
more, exchanged business cards. Russ called a second meeting, and at this one another guy
joined with the four of us who had met at that initial meeting. We talked some more. Over the
next few months four of us from the original group of five would become business partners. It
was the first step in launching a magazine for Negro women that would become bigger than
anything we could have ever imagined as 1968, a very bad year, drew to a close.CHAPTER
2Four Black Men and a Magazine, BabyClarence Smith. Jonathan Blount. Cecil Hollingsworth.
Phillip Janniere. Who the hell are these guys? That is not the question I asked, but maybe the



one I should have. Because by March 1969—four months after the November 1968 Wall Street
meeting to talk about black entrepreneurship—I had quit my job at First National City Bank,
dropped out of graduate school, and gone into business with four men I didn’t even know.Well,
one of them, Clarence Smith, I sort of knew. I had seen and talked with him during those
occasional times when I made the after-work bar scene. He liked to hang out at a bar called
Cheers, a popular spot in midtown Manhattan. Clarence came to the second meeting Russ
Goings had called on black entrepreneurship, and ended up joining the four of us from the first
meeting who had gotten together afterward to talk about starting a magazine for Negro
women.Clarence, at 35, was married and the oldest one in the group. A regular cruiser among
the after-work bar set, he was big on drinking, eyeing the ladies, and smooth talking. He was
actually brilliant at smooth talking. His voice was deep and melodious; his words persuasive and
articulate. This, combined with being good-looking, made him a natural in sales, his chosen
profession. He sold life insurance for the Prudential Life Insurance Company, and was a top
producer, consistently in the “Million Dollar Circle.”I used to joke that Clarence could sell the
rattles off a snake back to the snake. He and my colleague Earl Graves, founder and publisher of
Black Enterprise magazine, were the two salesmen I knew who could sell their asses off. They
were the best I had ever seen. Clarence never sold me, however. I always considered it
something of an achievement that I had never been seduced by a glib-talking smoothie into
buying life insurance, something I knew I didn’t really need back then as a young single man with
no children.As for the three others in the partnership, Jonathan Blount, 24, single, was the
youngest and by far the most colorful and controversial of the group. He’s the one who had the
idea for a magazine directed at Negro women. Or at least his mother did. Like Clarence,
Jonathan was smooth, handsome, charming, and also successful in sales. He was a salesman
for the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company’s Yellow Pages in its South Orange office. A tallish,
gold-colored man with piercing green eyes that women would tell me “seemed to be looking
right through you,” Jonathan’s pretty-boy looks, as it turned out, concealed emotional instability.
He could be mercurial, unpredictable, yet brilliant; crazy, tempestuous, but profoundly astute.
You never knew what to expect with this guy, which would cause problems from the very
beginning.Cecil Hollingsworth, 27, was the only partner who already owned his own business. A
former second lieutenant in the U.S. Army Reserves, he was a graphics consultant who
designed catalogs, brochures, and sales promotional materials for such clients as Warner-
Lambert, the Lorillard Corporation, and Merrill Lynch. Like Clarence, he was married. He also
had an office and stationery, which gave him a business presence. So did his sculpted heart-
shaped Afro, handlebar mustache, and natty dress style.Phillip (Tony) Janniere, 27, single, was
simply the best-looking one of the group. Standing six foot two, muscular, suave, with what some
of us still call “good hair,” he, too, was in sales. And he worked in the very business we were
talking about starting—publishing. As a salesman for the New York Times, Tony at least had
some idea of what publishing actually was, and that was more than the rest of us could say.And
finally there was me, Edward Lewis, 28, single. The only one in the partnership who had finished



college, had an advanced degree, and was not in sales. I came out of banking and knew
something about financing, managing cash flow, and credit analysis. Quiet, reserved, of medium
height and dark skin, I wore a full Afro, a full beard, and preferred the somewhat flashier look of
pale-colored pinstripe shirts and double-breasted suits. Though women have told me I am
handsome and have a great smile, I have never thought of myself as particularly smooth or
charismatic. Certainly not compared to these guys who had just become my business partners.
We were, however, all united in the desire to have a business of our own.I don’t think any of us
ever dreamed we would end up in the magazine business. Not even Jonathan, who claimed to
have always had a magazine idea. I just dreamed of owning a business, period. It was my
mother’s brother, my uncle Tracy Spencer, who used to tell me repeatedly, “Sonny [my family
nickname], if you want to have control over your life—over your destiny—the only way to do that
is to have something of your own.” He was a logger who ran his own logging company in
Farmville, Virginia.As a kid, I would spend summers down in Virginia doing all sorts of chores
and also working for my uncle. He is 95 now and, from what I can see, still in charge of his
destiny. It was because of Uncle Tracy that I wanted to have something of my own. And I wanted
to be judged by what I would be able to do by having something of my own.The other thing
motivating all five of us was the growing frustration we felt working in white corporate America.
We were considered to be among that rare breed of new middle-class black men known as a
BMW—a black man working. But not just any black man working in any job. We BMWs were the
high-end brothers, the professional black men who were young, single or married, college
educated, and well employed in lucrative new occupations that were starting to open up for the
most “qualified” among us following the urban riots of the late 1960s. Fields like corporate sales,
law, investment banking, Wall Street trading, financial planning—all professions at the very
center of American capitalism.The black guys working in these professions were the ones
thought to have an actual shot at a top slot in corporate America. Competing in careers that
carried status, power, and the potential for wealth, we were popular with the ladies, envied by the
working-class brothers, and sometimes a little full of ourselves, fueled by a powerful sense of our
new possibilities.We were the ones cruising the upper-tier, after-work bar scene, hitting the
popular drinking spots that catered to a newly minted black professional crowd. Places like
Mikell’s, Rust Brown’s, the Cellar, Under the Stairs, Cheers, where men in the crowd bought
drinks for their buddies at the bar or for the women who caught their interest, or just talked into
the night about all the things all men talk about: women, sports, money, politics, the job.I met two
men who became my best friends during this time—Hughlyn Fierce, a young banker at Chase
Manhattan, and Frank Savage, who was at First National City Bank like me. Hugh would go on to
have a distinguished career in international finance with Chase, and serve as chairman of
Freedom National Bank, while Frank would also have a great career in international banking,
corporate finance, and pioneer financial investing in Africa.In those days, though, when we were
all just starting out, Hugh and Frank and I would regularly meet at Cheers on Fridays to talk shop
and give each other moral support in our new, pioneering careers. These ad hoc get-togethers



usually drew other young, professional brothers, too, and were really the forerunner to the black
professional networking organizations that were started in the seventies.My male generation of
pre-baby boomers were the first blacks hired in corporate professions who paved the way for the
handful of black men who came behind us to reach the highest rung in corporate America: head
of a Fortune 500 company. Men like Kenneth Chenault, chairman and CEO of American
Express; Richard D. Parsons, former chairman and CEO of Time Warner and former chairman of
Citigroup; Kenneth Frazier, president and CEO of Merck pharmaceuticals; Ronald Williams,
former chairman and CEO of the Aetna health insurance company; Don Thompson, CEO of the
McDonald’s fast-food corporation. These were the men who became the blazing stars in a
corporate galaxy of new opportunity for talented blacks.But let’s be real. Top corporate slots are
still few and far between for even the most brilliant among us, black or white. In the nearly fifty
years following the urban riots of the mid-sixties that opened up new opportunities for blacks in
all areas of American life, only twelve black men and one black woman (Ursula Burns, CEO of
the Xerox Corporation) have run Fortune 500 companies.Many more, to be sure, have occupied
senior management positions as corporate vice presidents, division presidents, directors, or
partners. But in 1969, when we five guys formed our partnership, none of us was naive about the
game being played in the corporate workplace or how far we could expect to rise. There was still
racism to contend with; insecure white men to deal with; and corporate cultures to navigate that
often compromised our values and sometimes our dignity.I was especially struck by the double-
edged sword that sales seemed to represent for Clarence Smith, clearly the most successful
one of the group when he joined the partnership. A gifted salesman and perennial top producer
at Prudential, Clarence was the only one who had a car, which back then made him a major
domo among us young guys. But he always acted like sales embarrassed him. He never wanted
to be identified as a salesman. He wanted to be considered more than that—better than that. It
was as if selling represented some second-rate art of the flimflam and not a sophisticated higher
art of the deal. He may have had the dark-skinned, chiseled good looks of an Ashanti warrior,
but his troubled, conflicted spirit seemed more like that of blustery Willy Loman in the classic
American tragedy, Death of a Salesman.Black American tragedy is of a specific order, however,
bringing a particular death to the spirit. “I don’t think I can take any more of this bullshit,” Clarence
was ranting one evening in early 1969, sitting at the bar at Cheers, downing his usual apple
martini with a dash of bourbon. “If I have to sell one more overpriced policy to one more poor
black bastard who doesn’t need it, can’t afford it, and is getting a shitty investment to boot, I’m
going to shoot the next white motherfucker who tells me what a great job I’m doing.”And there it
was: Clarence was at the top of his game at one of the biggest insurance companies in the
country, outselling even the top white guys, yet he continually seemed to feel like a shyster. He
was not only selling insurance, a notoriously poor investment as far as return on the dollar goes,
to a largely black customer base, but felt he was also somehow complicit in helping Prudential
take that money from blacks and invest it in much more lucrative products that blacks had no
participation in whatsoever.The idea of being part of a new black partnership that wanted to start



a magazine catering to a black female market was a concept that would stir the passions of
Clarence Smith for the next thirty years. At last, he had something to sell he could believe in: the
value of the black woman in the American marketplace. In the beginning, though, when there
was no market research to confirm such value, no focus groups or advertising figures, Clarence
had to sell what indeed often appeared to be flim and flam. Of course, he was great at it. But as a
salesman he would prove to be much more than that—much better than that. He and I would
remain partners long after the others who joined us in the beginning had fallen on their swords,
done in by fear or greed or emotional instability.Though none of us had any experience in
running a magazine or even working in a partnership, we knew we had to organize—legally
establish the partnership, elect officers, secure an office, brand ourselves with a name, and raise
money. In some ways, it almost didn’t matter what the business was. All of us viewed
entrepreneurship as a way to not just own something, but to provide jobs to black people, which
we felt was key to reducing poverty in our community. That was the very powerful subtext in
starting the business.Cecil Hollingsworth was the partner who gave us the visible trappings of
being in business. Already a small entrepreneur, he not only had an office and diverse business
contacts, but impressive embossed letterhead that read THE HOLLINGSWORTH GROUP. He
was the group of one who quickly became part of the group of five. We took The Hollingsworth
Group as the name of our partnership and began meeting after work in Cecil’s office at 102 East
30th Street, in which we added a couple of secondhand desks and a small conference table.
The office was really a one-bedroom apartment on the second floor of a six-story brownstone
townhouse on Manhattan’s East Side. A few of the apartments in the building had been
converted into professional office spaces on the first two levels, while residential apartments
remained on the other floors. It seemed a perfect setting for five young professional men going
into business for themselves.Once we had settled on a name for the partnership, each of us took
a business title to establish lines of command and demarcate areas of expertise. I was executive
vice president in charge of finance; Clarence was executive vice president in charge of
advertising; Cecil, executive vice president in charge of circulation; Jonathan, a vice president in
advertising, and Tony Janniere was made president of The Hollingsworth Group, largely
because he was so handsome we thought he had the most presidential aura.“Okay, if we’re
going to make a go of this we’ve got to give it our full commitment right now,” Clarence said as
we were sitting around the conference table in the office one night. We had been meeting
practically every night, going over the procedures for establishing a legal partnership, talking
about meeting with the investors that a top partner at the Shearson, Hammill and Co. investment
banking firm was lining up, thinking about a name for a Negro women’s magazine, and
wondering about what kind of Negro woman to hire on the editorial side who could actually run
the magazine.It was apparent that if we were going to commit, we’d have to leave our day jobs
and devote ourselves full-time to getting the magazine off the ground. I would have to give up my
graduate school studies at New York University, where I was a PhD student in public
administration. There would be no salary in the beginning, no health benefits or job security of



any other kind. It was a gamble, pure and simple. A huge risk. We knew zip about running a
magazine, or any other business enterprise, for that matter. We knew a little more than zip about
Negro women and the consumer market we believed they comprised. Tony and Jonathan and I
were single. We would manage. I still lived at home, so I knew I could take the chance. Cecil and
Clarence, though, had families to support. Could they really afford to give up their livelihoods for
a venture that was totally unknown?Apparently so, because here was Clarence now throwing
down the gauntlet, demanding that we put our careers on the line, our futures in question—and
go for it. “All right, guys,” he said, “are we going to do this? You ready to leave your jobs? Let’s
have a show of hands.” We went around the table.“I’m in,” Jonathan said quickly.“Me, too,” said
Cecil just as quickly.“Yes, yes,” I said.“You know I’m down,” Clarence added.Tony said nothing.
He had not raised his hand. He finally let out a small sigh and said, “You know, guys, I don’t think
I can go with you on this one. The Times is pretty comfortable. I got a nice paycheck. This idea is
just a little too risky for my blood. I’m sorry. I really am.”In a first vote of the partnership, Tony, our
president, had abdicated, an early casualty who was too fearful of an uncertain future to take on
the present challenge. It was a decision he would regret many times for many years, he would
tell me many times over the years. Yet for all entrepreneurs, there is that moment just before you
jump off the cliff into the abyss of pure risk that you hesitate for just a second, give in to self-
doubt and second-guessing for just a minute, then finally, take a deep breath—and go for it.In
the case of the four of us who decided to go for it that night sitting around a small table in a small
office, we were perhaps propelled by the arrogance of youth or the frustration that comes from
careers that feel limited, and therefore unsatisfying. But the real wind beneath our wings as we
took the plunge that night would be the courage that comes from faith, and an instinctive belief in
self, which led to a certain conviction that we would somehow land still standing.CHAPTER
3Sapphire? Seriously?“Damn, she’s fine,” whistled one of the partners under his breath. It wasn’t
as if we didn’t all think this. Clarence, Cecil, and I were seated around the small conference table
in our office on East 30th Street, openly staring at the young lady Jonathan had just ushered
in.Jonathan Blount quickly stepped up as president of The Hollingsworth Group following Tony
Janniere’s hasty, risk-averse exit, and was clearly relishing his new title. He had taken it upon
himself to personally seek out women who could run a magazine for Negro women as its editor-
in-chief. A magazine that had no name as yet, no advertising as yet, and no editorial content as
yet.By April of 1969, The Hollingsworth Group was a legal business partnership, and we now
needed to hire an editor-in-chief to help develop a first issue of our fledgling magazine. We had
managed to secure early seed money in the form of a loan from four partners at Shearson,
Hammill and Co., which allowed us to hire our first top editor and pay the partners a small
stipend.Unfortunately, there was no large pool of editorial talent from which to choose an editor-
in-chief, considering how few—if any—black women worked for major white magazines in the
late 1960s. Nor did we partners know what to even look for in an editor-in-chief—beyond the
obvious. Which meant being good-looking—or fine—was a good enough start.Bernadette
Carey, the young lady Jonathan had brought in to be interviewed for the editor-in-chief’s



position, was definitely fine. Light-skinned with long hair, she looked to be in her early thirties,
currently worked at the Washington Post, and before that worked at the New York Times. She
had graduated from Smith College and came recommended by Clay Felker, the editor of New
York magazine, then a hot new publication that was already generating buzz in media circles.
Felker was one of the many white men and women in the magazine business who would give us
partners advice and help as we tried to start our own hot new publication.Jonathan pulled out a
chair for our lovely guest, took the seat next to her, and then hurriedly went around the table
introducing the rest of us. “My dear sister,” he said after the introductions, oozing charm and
leveling those green eyes into hers with laser-like intensity, “I understand you might be interested
in working with us. You know we’re about to launch a magazine for Negro women.”“Oh, yes,”
Bernadette said casually. “I’ve been thinking about doing a women’s magazine myself.”“That’s
interesting,” Jonathan said quickly. “What were some of the ideas you were thinking
about?”Bernadette said she had been collecting some editorial and advertising information,
though she didn’t mention anything specific about editorial content for her purported
magazine.“What do you do down there at the Washington Post ?” Cecil asked. None of us had
ever heard of this woman, which didn’t really mean anything, since we didn’t know any black
women in publishing at the time. I admit it, though, we were all mesmerized by the one seated
before us.Bernadette was a beauty, but more than that she had style, class, and the tinge of
sophistication young men like us found so appealing in slightly older women. She worked for a
major newspaper, which was not a magazine exactly, but close enough. We would later learn
that she was also dating David Frost, the British TV talk show host who was then the biggest
thing on nighttime television next to Johnny Carson.Bernadette told us she wrote features for the
paper—a lot of women’s general interest articles. Okay, that was promising.Jonathan tried to
steer the interview back to the magazine with no name as yet. “We don’t have a name for our
magazine yet,” he said, “but we’re kind of thinking about calling it Sapphire. You know, like
sapphire the jewel. It’s strong and beautiful, like Negro women. What do you think of
that?”“Sapphire?” The question was as blank as the look Bernadette was now giving us. “Why
would you call it that? I don’t understand.”This did not keep us from hiring her as editor-in-chief,
though Bernadette would say years later that she really thought of herself as “editor-in-
formation.”Now, as clueless as we may have been about what to look for in an editor-in-chief—
beyond the obvious—it quickly became apparent that we had made the wrong hire with this first
one. First of all, Bernadette’s editorial ideas didn’t fly with the little ad-hoc focus group of black
women we had asked to review them. Cecil’s wife, Pat Hollingsworth, and Maphis Williams and
Cydya Smith, who I believe were friends of Pat’s, all thought Bernadette’s ideas were fluff, as did
Jonathan.Secondly, Bernadette said she would only come on board if she got a 5 percent stake
in The Hollingsworth Group, which was ridiculous, considering she had no track record of any
kind with magazines. We didn’t either, but The Hollingsworth Group was our partnership—us
four guys—and we were not about to cede any of it to this woman we didn’t know, and weren’t
sure could even do a magazine for Negro women. Besides, I was beginning to have some



reservations of my own about Bernadette Carey.“I don’t know if the woman even likes being a
Negro,” I commented in the office one day when she wasn’t there. We had all been grousing
about how Bernadette was starting to come off as a tiresome prima donna. Half the time she
wasn’t in the office, and we didn’t know if she had even made the move yet from Washington,
DC, to New York.“Well, it’s not like she exactly looks colored,” one of the partners
observed.“Jesus Christ!” another one blurted out. “You don’t think she’s trying to pass in color-
struck DC, do you?” The question stunned us into silence. But it did all make a certain amount of
sense. Her general wariness around us four assertive Negro guys. Her lack of interest in
anything pertaining to civil rights or Negro news of any kind. And why hadn’t any of us met David
Frost yet, her reported boyfriend? On the other hand, we knew that Clay Felker certainly must
have thought Bernadette was a Negro. Why else would he recommend her to be editor-in-chief
of a magazine for Negro women?The question became moot, though, since the partners
refused to give Bernadette the 5 percent stake in The Hollingsworth Group that she wanted. So
she quit. Which may have been just as well. It was bad enough that we were catching hell from
every Negro woman we knew for coming up with the name Sapphire for the magazine. It was
unthinkable that we might have hired a woman to run the magazine who may not have even
wanted to identify as Negro.The issue of what to name the magazine loomed large, and to say
the partners all came under fire for thinking we could call it Sapphire was an understatement
beyond reckoning.“You’re joking, right?” said the young lady I was having dinner with at Rust
Brown’s restaurant on a cool Friday evening in the summer of 1969. It had been a rough week of
pitching the magazine to venture capitalists, and I was sharing with my date the ongoing
frustration of trying to raise money for the publication. Sapphire just was not catching on among
the white boys who were supposedly interested in financing new and novel black business
ventures.“Well, of course it’s not catching on,” said my date with some impatience. “Don’t you
guys know who Sapphire is, what she represents?”Well, yes, we knew Sapphire was the name
of the black female character on the old television comedy show Amos ’n’ Andy. She was the
wife of George “Kingfish” Stevens, the loud, boorish lead character who always had a silly
business scheme going that always ended in disaster. Sapphire, his mate, was just as loud,
bossy, and raunchy as her husband—and a hoot to watch. Hands on her hips and a shriek on
her lips, she took no tea for the fever with Kingfish and his cohorts, Amos, Andy, Lightnin’, and
Calhoun. The characters were viewed by many if not most blacks as negative stereotypes. But
that’s not the Sapphire we had in mind in naming the magazine. No, we were thinking of
sapphire the jewel—hard as steel, but of enduring quality.“You mean a jewel like your mother?”
my date asked with sarcasm. My mother’s name, in fact, was Jewell, with two l’s. And the answer
to the question was yes, women like our mothers, and the black women we were married to and
dating, whether dark or light or copper-colored, like the pretty actress and model having dinner
with me were the women we had in mind when we pictured the magazine’s readers. They
represented the audience we hoped to reach. And they were outraged about the proposed
name. It was a stereotype that represented the worst in black women. “I’m going to tell you right



now, I’ll never spend a dime on a magazine named Sapphire,” my date said.The partners’ wives
were even more outraged. Pat Hollingsworth, Cecil’s wife, said she had run the name past
several of her married girlfriends, including Clarence’s wife, Elaine. The feeling was unanimous:
Sapphire was a dreadful name. It had to go. Easier said than done, however, since all of the pitch
materials we were giving out at our investor meetings had the name emblazoned on practically
every sheet. Redoing the materials would be a considerable cost.Naming the magazine turned
out to be the first big fight of the business venture, and perhaps an inevitable one, since the four
black men starting the magazine had made the bigger mistake of not including any black women
in the early planning stages. Sure, we talked with our wives and girlfriends about the magazine in
general terms, but never really solicited their input in a professional, business way.Clarence,
always something of a ladies’ man, would chat up black women he knew whenever he ran into
them on the subway or in popular bars and restaurants, such as Rust Brown’s or the Cellar, both
on Manhattan’s Upper West Side, and both of which catered to an up-and-coming black
professional crowd. The young black women in this crowd comprised the very demographic the
magazine wanted to reach.Passionate, earnest, and eager for information, Clarence always
explained to the women whose advice he was soliciting how he and his three partners were
starting a magazine for Negro women and needed input. “Would you read such a magazine,”
he’d ask. And if so, “What would you like to see in it?” Invariably, a woman would point out that
perhaps the “brothers” should hire some “sisters” during the planning stage to help them put
together a magazine for Negro women. Just a thought, but one that didn’t really occur to us
partners in a substantial way at the very beginning. That proved to be an unfortunate
oversight.The next woman we interviewed for the editor-in-chief position was Ruth Ross, whom
Jonathan told us he had called. She came highly recommended by Osborn Elliott, editor of
Newsweek magazine, where she worked as a general interest writer. Elliott told Jonathan that
Ruth was the “leading journalist” at Newsweek. By that I’m sure he meant the leading black
journalist, since we partners had not heard of her any more than we had heard of Bernadette
Carey from the Washington Post. Ruth Ross did, however, possess the darker-skinned good
looks, manner, and sensibility we thought more appropriately reflected the kind of Negro woman
we wanted to head the magazine editorially.She was in her late thirties and tall—about five foot
eight—had a short curly natural, spoke in a deep husky voice, and carried herself with great
pride. She was outspoken, professional, smart, something of a militant politically, and worked for
a real magazine. We hired her immediately. Good thing we did, too, because Ruth Ross is the
one who came up with a name for the magazine that resonated immediatelyWe were all in the
office late one evening, kicking around magazine names with Ruth, who was barefoot and lying
stretched out on the floor, hands clasped across her chest, gazing at the ceiling as if it were an
oracle. After the Sapphire fiasco, we knew we had better have our editor-in-chief involved in any
future magazine name discussions. By now we had even engaged a marketing firm that
specialized in coming up with business names. As name after name was being kicked around
and falling flat, Ruth suddenly blurted out in what we would later think of as a moment of divine



inspiration two little syllables: Essence.That stopped us cold. “Hmm,” we said collectively. That
was it: a name, a spirit, a power, all conveyed in one short, pithy word that would define a new
market, a new audience, and a new black business. We all grinned and looked at Ruth. Thank
you, baby. Thank you.Jonathan did not bother to introduce us to our next editorial hire. He simply
announced one day that he had talked the venerable Gordon Parks, already a legendary
photographer for Life magazine, into joining our magazine venture. It was not clear what Parks
would do just yet, other than take on the title of editorial director and lend his considerable
stature and credibility to four black men who had neither. We did not think anything of bringing a
man into the magazine who would have a leading role on the editorial side. After all, white men
ran most of the big “Seven Sisters” white women’s service magazines in 1969. There was John
Mack Carter, editor of Good Housekeeping ; Sey Chassler, top editor at Redbook; Bob Stein,
editor-in-chief at McCalls. Still, hiring a black man to have a major say in editorial content for a
black women’s magazine was one of those politically incorrect moves almost as disastrous as
trying to name the magazine Sapphire.Jonathan was turning into something of a loose cannon.
Independently hiring staff without consulting the partners, reaching out to possible editors
without our knowledge, he operated as if the magazine was his personal fiefdom and the other
partners his serfs-in-waiting. We did have to admit, though, that landing Gordon Parks was a
major coup. He was the one black person in publishing we had all heard of.Tall, courtly, with a
full, rakish mustache and wavy slicked-back hair, Parks exuded the confident air of the urbane,
intellectual gentleman. He was highly respected among whites as well as blacks in media,
having made history by becoming the first black hired as a photographer for Life, the largest
general interest pictorial magazine at the time. He would go on to be an award-winning
filmmaker, author of several books, accomplished artist, and renowned playboy admired by men
and women alike for dating and marrying some of the most beautiful women in the world—black,
white, and Asian.Many years later, on the occasion of his seventieth birthday celebration in a
ballroom at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, I had the honor of sitting next to Gordon on the dais,
watching as woman after woman approached him to hug and kiss him, wish him happy birthday,
some of them slipping him her phone number. He turned to me with a knowing look and said,
“Ed, I’m 70 years old. When you get to be my age, don’t worry about a thing. It just gets
better.”The fact that the esteemed Gordon Parks would give up his affiliation with Life and Time
magazine, where he also worked, to join a fledgling magazine with no money, no track record,
and until recently no name, gave the four of us partners instant, enormous credibility in the
publishing community. But Gordon also got something in return: star power affiliation with a black
venture, which seemed to speak to his spirit in a way that none of his “firsts” at white companies
ever had.Like other successful professional blacks working in mainstream corporate America,
even Gordon Parks had his frustrations and challenges dealing with ever-present racism. He
once told a woman he’d met at a party that he had flown into New York just the day before and
was to be picked up by a chauffeur-driven limousine hired by the book publisher he was in town
to meet with. When the white limo driver saw that it was a black man he was picking up, he



quickly sped off, leaving Gordon standing dumbfounded at the curb. The driver was
subsequently fired, but the racial slight remained.There would be no such slights at a black
magazine venture. There would, however, be other challenges. The first one, not surprisingly,
came as a result of having a black man with the title of editorial director positioned higher than
the black woman with the title of editor-in-chief. Gordon Parks may have been something of a
legend by the time he joined the magazine called Essence, but he soon enough became the
800-pound gorilla in the room as he and our tall, outspoken editor-in-chief started butting heads
over what editorial direction the magazine should take and who would have final authority in
making editorial decisions.This was not a fight the partners paid much attention to initially. We
had a much bigger battle on our hands—trying to raise capital, for without money, there would
be no magazine. The struggle to secure financing for Essence was ongoing and relentless, and
would consume us from the day we quit our corporate jobs to go into business, to the day two
partners and five years later that the magazine became fully capitalized at $2 million and finally
turned the corner, looking as if it might actually become a Thoroughbred and start running in the
black.CHAPTER 4Show Us the Money“Hold it right there!” snapped the security guard as the
five of us were hauling typewriters and boxes of supplies through the lobby of Shearson,
Hammill’s Wall Street headquarters late one night in 1969. “Just what do you think you’re
doing?”“It’s all right! They’re with me. I work here!” Michael snapped back. He flashed the guard
his employee badge, showing he was not just any employee. He was Michael Victory, a
Shearson, Hammill and Co. partner and executive vice president—one of Shearson’s ruling
class. “They have my permission to take these things,” Michael added with the imperial air of
entitlement the British have historically used to take things. The guard did a double take, looking
suspiciously from the good-looking white man with the slight trace of a British accent to the four
black men who were with him, before finally letting us out the door.I can’t say I blamed the guard.
The four of us partners, dressed in jeans and leather jackets and me sporting my big Afro and
full beard, must have looked like thugs from another ’hood as we carted boxes through the
marbled lobby of 14 Wall Street to the waiting van parked outside. The compact, broad-
shouldered white guy leading the way was the one among us that the guard couldn’t quite figure
out.Fourteen Wall Street is directly across the street from the New York Stock Exchange, and
though Shearson, Hammill, as we once knew it, is long gone—the basement of the building is
now a T.J. Maxx department store—in the spring of 1969, Shearson, Hammill and Co. was one
of the leading investment banking houses firing the engine of American capitalism. By the early
1970s, however, the venerable house, like many Wall Street firms, had been hobbled by the
stock market crash of 1973–74, and would be merged in 1974 into a brokerage house controlled
by the mighty Sanford Weill.But in 1969 when Black Capitalism was the name of the game,
Shearson, Hammill and Co. was proving to be the lifeline to four black men who wanted to be
winners in that game. One of the men working hardest to make sure we had a shot at that was
Michael Victory, the Shearson executive vice president who was with Russell Goings at the
meeting Russ had called back in November to talk about black men going into business for



themselves. Russ Goings had Michael Victory’s ear, and Michael Victory had the ear of
Shearson, Hammill.At 34, Michael was already a rising star at the firm, an executive VP, partner,
and the number two guy slated to become number one. As a British immigrant who never quite
got over growing up poor, Michael was the one white guy at Shearson who could relate to the
brothers. He’d been a minority in his adopted homeland, an outsider who “talked funny,” didn’t
come from money, and had to compete on merit, not pass through on privilege, to get where he
was today: at the very top of the Shearson, Hammill food chain.Born in London, Michael came to
North America at age 13 with his mother after his father was killed in World War II during the
Battle of Dunkirk. Mother and son first arrived in Canada in 1947, then came to America two
years later, settling in Providence, Rhode Island. Michael’s mother was an Irish nurse who
quickly found work. Still, the family was relatively poor, and Michael would tell me the only real
ambition he had growing up as a tough and scrappy little immigrant kid was to make money. He
joined the U.S. Army after finishing Providence College, then went to Harvard Business School
on the G.I. Bill, graduating with distinction in the top 5 percent of his class. By the age of 26 he
had joined Shearson as one of the bright hot shots and quickly found himself on the company
fast track.Michael and I came together around the idea of a magazine for Negro women, but we
became lifelong friends around our common ground and shared values. Like me, he was an only
child who grew up poor, raised by a single mother. Like me, he recognized the value of making
money in order to make life better. Like me, he could be tough and stubborn, but also proper and
soft-spoken. He admired my calm. I admired his forthrightness. He liked to dress well. So did
I.Perhaps because he was himself an immigrant with an outsider’s view of American culture,
Michael acknowledged the reality of white privilege, and was quick to exercise it whenever it
benefited a situation, as it did when we four partners had to get past a hostile white security
guard. I think there was something about the idea of four black men trying to get a toehold in
American business that resonated with Michael, maybe even spiritually. He was an immigrant
who had done well because he was smart, had some opportunities—and was white. He
recognized this. Just as he recognized that there were others who were equally as smart and
American-born, but had not done so well because they were not white—and therefore did not
have some opportunities. Maybe liberal guilt was a factor, but I think he may have been stirred by
the real sense of injustice.Whatever it was driving him, Michael was tirelessly committing
Shearson resources, big and small, to ensure that his firm take the lead in helping four young
black men launch a magazine. Which is how the four partners happened to be hauling boxes
and typewriters through Shearson’s lobby one late night in 1969. Michael had accompanied us
to the mailroom earlier that day, saying, “Take whatever you need.”By this time we had expanded
our offices on 30th Street to a maze of little cubicles on the lower level of the townhouse and
started to take on staff, Ruth Ross and Gordon Parks being our latest hires. While they were
squaring off over what the editorial direction of the new magazine should be—a feud we didn’t
pay much attention to initially—the partners were in the throes of trying to raise capital to publish
the magazine.We needed seed money at the outset just to keep body and soul together as we



worked on a business plan, solicited advice and support from professionals in the magazine
business on how to run a magazine, and held endless pitch meetings with potential lenders and
investors trying to raise money. Michael flexed his muscle in securing our initial seed money by
persuading four Shearson partners to pony up their own money. Each made a personal loan of
$3,000 to The Hollingsworth Group to get us out of the starting gate once we had
incorporated.To the four Shearson partners—Donald Cecil, Charles Knapp, Walter Maynard,
and Robert Thul—I’m sure a loan of $3,000 apiece represented the ultimate in good faith, as
well as hard proof of Shearson’s commitment to promoting black entrepreneurship. To us black
partners, though, $12,000 from four white men running a multimillion-dollar investment bank
represented “liberal guilt money,” pure and simple—scarcely a drop in the bucket, given the $1.5
million we had calculated we needed to fully capitalize the magazine.Admittedly, though, we
were happy to take the money and run. That $12,000 allowed us to pay the rent on the expanded
office space, pay Clarence and Cecil a little stipend, since they had families to support, buy
office equipment, and hire our first editor-in-chief. Since Jonathan and I were single, we elected
to take no salary in the beginning.But it seemed that no sooner had we taken the money than we
needed an additional $13,000 to pay the bills necessary to keep the business running. This time
I used my own muscle to convince Michael to arrange a meeting between me and William
Hudgins, the CEO of Freedom National Bank. The bank was the black-owned institution located
on Harlem’s famed 125th Street commercial strip that had been founded in 1964 by the baseball
great Jackie Robinson and his partners, Rose Morgan and Dunbar McLaren. It was the one
place I figured I could go to secure a loan, representing nothing more than four black men who
were starting a magazine.Jackie Robinson has always been a personal hero of mine—not just
because he integrated Major League Baseball with grace and class when he started playing for
the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947, but because he helped start Freedom National Bank seventeen
years later with the specific agenda of helping black businesses obtain capital. To me his
greatness as an athlete has always been matched by his astuteness as a businessman who
recognized that if we are going to have viable black businesses in our community, we must have
access to money. Furthermore, Robinson understood that in the perverse catch-22 of American
racism, most black businesses never got off the ground because white banks historically denied
them loans. He started Freedom National Bank as a direct challenge to racist lending practices.
This is why he is such a hero to me.
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I Love Books, “A Book Worth Reading. I thoroughly enjoyed The Man From Essence for several
reasons. I saw the Ed Lewis book as a primer on what to do and not to do if you are starting a
black business. It wasn't as if people weren't aware of the difficulty blacks have for example in
getting bank loans, but Lewis confirmed the racism he and his partners experienced in seeking
advertising dollars and funding for a Black women's magazine. Since I count gossip as my guilty
pleasure I appreciated all the behind the scenes stories such as Gordon Parks attitude towards
Black photographers (he didn't hire any) or the struggles the partners had in finding and keeping
editor-in-chiefs. I also think The Man From Essence can be read as a history book detailing the
magazine's place in black history and the partners' desire to be an important partner with the
black community especially in areas of black employment. Ed Lewis talks about the catch-22
he finds himself in when the reality is far removed from the vision. For example wanting to hire
senior Black editorial staff but only finding qualified white editorial staff because blacks were not
afforded the opportunity to gain the experience. The Man From Essence chronicles Ed Lewis'
life both personal and professional and gives a rare look at the interpersonal workings of Blacks
in business.”

Victoria R, “Look out Empire, a show about Essence could steal your audience. After reading
The Man From Essence- it's surprising the magazine survived. In addition to trying to break into
a very competitive market catering to women, dealing with the questionable tactics of
distribution companies early management was rife with internal conflict, second only to the TV
series Empire. Somebody needs to make a movie !Only Empire is a product of someone's
imagination. Essence is a magazine, a jazz festival and awards show.Edward Lewis stayed the
course and the reward is now Essence is a brand. It's a magazine, an annual music festival for
500,000 attendees and an image awards show for TV/Hollywood actorsA fantastic quick (can't
put the book down) read.”

Bonnie Richardson, “Inspires Pride. I love reading books about successful people. Over the year
I"ve read several by men, women, black, white, and hispanic. I always find such books
instructive and inspiring. This story about Edward Lewis, cofounder of Essence a magazine for
black women launched in 1970 is definitely one I can appreciate. As an avid reader of Essence
in the 80s and 90s it was extremely interesting hearing about how it all began. Edward Lewis
was an educated black man of humble beginnings coming of age in the 60s. Although a bit
younger than my father I saw many similar struggles as he aspired for the American dream as a
black man in a white man's world that was not always kind to him. He like my father was the first
in his family to go to college, the and the first to obtain a Masters degree. Though he grew up in
New York, Edward Lewis' Southern upbringing that valued family, education, and integrity
reminded me so much of my father's Caribbean upbringing. The most fascinating part of the



story is the way that a myriad of circumstances, life experiences, skill, luck, perseverance,
instinct and other factors converged to make this man a successful millionaire who touched the
lives of millions of black women. Who would of thought that Essence, a magazine for
progressive black women was founded by 4 black men and at the end only one--Ed Lewis-- was
left standing.”

farah23, “Amazing Booking. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book. Mr. Lewis is an amazing
person and business man.  God bless him!”

BMPIV, “Great Read. I enjoyed reading Ed's frank discussion that also offered an insight to the
growth and success of Essence. Over the years, I heard a lot of gossip of what was happening
-- I appreciate his willingness to tell his story..  A must read for an entrepreneur”

Dotty R, “Five Stars. well written- nice to revisit those days!!”

Vonmiwi, “I was somewhat disappointed that there weren't any photos from the very
beginning .... I am forever grateful for Mr. Lewis and the founders of Essence magazine. I have
been a fan since the mid 70's and this magazine changed my life. I was somewhat disappointed
that there weren't any photos from the very beginning of the publication.”

The book by Tim Testu has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 33 people have provided feedback.
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